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Abstract

This manuscript aims to identify the feasibility of a LEO Solar Power Satellite by hypothesizing its most
economical altitude, eccentricity, inclination, and propulsion system subject to several non-deterministic physical
models. Several design trade-offs were quantified in calculating the orbital altitude for maximum return on
investment. This was done with physical models for gas dynamic drag, J2 perturbations, spacecraft heating, and
atmospheric attenuation and space losses impacting wireless power transmission as a function of altitude. In this
sense, the goal is to develop a theoretical database to study the trade-offs between different orbital configurations for
an SPS. Several of these models are non-deterministic and require a level of Monte-Carlo analysis. Additionally,
electric propulsion was identified as a good candidate for the primary propulsion system due to its high efficiency,
long lifetime, and appropriate thrust levels for the hypothesized flight envelope. Within the regime of analysis, the
preliminary orbital elements for the maximum economic efficiency of an SPS system of 25 sq. m frontal area feature
a circular low-Earth orbit of altitude 404 km and an inclination of 63.4 deg, sustained by an electric propulsion
system with thrust on the order of micronewtons. Ultimately, these models could be used to quantify the feasibility
and reliability of an SPS system in LEO or aid in the advanced-stage development or design of a space-based solar
power system.
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Nomenclature

Variables:
α, thermal accommodation coefficient
β, ratio of specular to diffuse molecular collisions with
spacecraft wall

, atmospheric densityρ
d, distance
f, frequency
c, speed of light
, wavelengthλ
, efficiencyη
, antenna aperture area𝐴

ω, rotational speed
σ, Stefan-Boltzmann constant
ε, surface emissivity

, coefficient of drag𝐶
𝐷

D, gas-dynamic drag
V, spacecraft speed
S, spacecraft area normal to gas flow

Suffixes:
p, propellant tank
w, spacecraft wall
E, Earth
T, Thrust
TResultant, Resultant Thrust

, allowable stressσ
𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤

Pr, Power Received
GdB, Gain
Pt, Power Transmitted
Gt, Gain Transmitter
Gr, Gain Receiver
LFSPL, Free Space Path Loss
LAtmospheric, Atmospheric Attenuation
TW, Thermal Wall Heating of Spacecraft

Acronyms/Abbreviations

SSPS - Space Solar Power Satellite
SPS - Space Power Satellite
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WPT - Wireless Power Transmission
TRL - Technology Readiness Level
ABEP - Air-Breathing Electric Propulsion
FSPL - Free Space Path Loss
ITU - International Telecommunications Union
FCC - Federal Communications Commission
LEO - Low-Earth Orbit
GEO - Geo-Stationary Orbit
RGT - Repeating Ground Tracks
PDF - Probability Distribution Function
USD - United States Dollar

1. Introduction

Space-based solar power is a promising source of
renewable energy, considered technically feasible since
the 1970s [1]. There have been many crowds of support
of this technology globally, spanning governments,
research labs, and companies to prove the technology to
be viable and economically feasible. The idea of space
solar technology is to place solar acquisition devices in
orbit to bypass the roughly 30% attenuation of incident
solar radiation by Earth’s atmosphere [2] and then
distribute the power down to an Earth ground station via
wireless power transmission. Up until January 2023 a
solar power satellite (SPS) had never been
demonstrated. This limited availability of experimental
data and given the fact that many of its initial
conceptual designs place the system in geostationary
orbit (GEO) – a reasonable assumption is that there is
not much data on the performance parameters of a low
Earth orbiting (LEO) SPS as a function of its orbital
elements. The initial conceptual designs focused on
feasibility analyses of a system in GEO poses multiple
benefits to the space-based solar power mission
architecture; for instance, its ‘frozen’ ground tracks
enable continuous power transmission from orbit to
ground, while its high altitude (~35,786 km) minimizes
Earth-induced eclipse times, maximizing solar energy
acquisition periods. However, ‘Earth-to-orbit
transportation’ remains one of the most costly aspects
of such a campaign [2]. Many early conceptual designs
[3] present massive structures with individual
component sizes on the order of kilometers; the
price-tag for a project of this scale is on the order of
hundreds of billions of dollars, or, of the same order as
the yearly military investment in the U.S.. While
economically impractical, these designs are considered
technically feasible assuming sufficient technological
development in areas related to the in-space assembly of
large structures and the development of high-efficiency
solar energy conversion systems [1].

To ease economic prerequisites, recent feasibility
studies and conceptual designs have shifted their focus
to placement in low-Earth-orbit (LEO). Similarly, there
has been an increased interest in modular architectures

that will allow the cumulative construction of a
large-scale space solar power system [3]. Moreover, the
present project focuses on enhancing economic
efficiency via careful selection of the system’s orbit,
power transmission frequency, and propulsion system.
As such, the project assumes that sufficiently advanced
in-space assembly and photovoltaic technologies exist.
This is a reasonable assumption given the high
technology readiness level of most relevant
technologies [4]. Thus, the information provided herein
is of use to prospective advanced-stage development
and not early design or technology viability
assessments.

This project explores the economic merit of different
orbital configurations, power transmission frequencies,
and propulsion solutions by analytical methods,
computational tools, and literature review. In particular,
an orbital altitude and eccentricity Monte Carlo scheme
is used to find the cost-optimal orbit for a space-based
solar power system of varying size. Once an altitude is
chosen, another Monte Carlo analysis is performed to
quantify the variability of gas dynamic drag due to
non-deterministic effects resulting from solar cycles and
weather patterns. This variability then drives the
requirements for the propulsion system.
Before determining the most cost-effective LEO orbit,

a cost-optimized Power Transmission Frequency needs
to be identified. Previous studies have investigated a
range of frequencies, including 2 to 2.5 GHz, 5.87 GHz,
and 35 GHz, with the latest research demonstrating
terrestrial feasibility at 10 GHz [5, 6]. However,
pinpointing a singular cost-optimal frequency still
remains a question, influenced by the balance between
low transmission losses and large required aperture size
for low frequencies and vice versa for high frequencies.
However, this study aims to identify this optimal
frequency and then utilize it to optimize the orbital
altitude based on the tradeoffs of free space path loss,
which increases with altitude, and drag, which decreases
with altitude.

Given our considerations that there is an
optimal altitude to balance the effects of signal
attenuation and power generation while under the
effects of gas dynamic drag and other non-deterministic
variables, methods of maintaining such an altitude have
been analyzed to theoretically select a potential satellite
propulsion system.

An area of interest to the study was ideal
propulsion systems that could reliably station keep a
prescribed LEO (100 km- 2000 km) given that gas
dynamic drag would have a considerable effect on its
performance. Given that there are various parameters of
propulsion systems to take into account, our study
consisted of analyzing propulsion and attitude control
thrusting systems of various technology readiness levels
(TRLs) as well as varying methods of propulsion, such
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as electric and chemical engines. During initial literature
reviews and optimization modeling, the altitude range
was considered to be reasonably low (100 km- 400 km),
therefore typical spacecraft engines such as ion and hall
thruster electric engines were considered in our
database, as well as air-breathing propulsion engines
given their operating range up to 300 km [7, 8]. As our
range of analysis increased, the engine considerations
widened into other categories of engines with chemical
propellants. To theoretically determine the optimal
engine given a prescribed altitude, a qualitative and
quantitative method of analysis was used given the
engine parameters, i.e., weight, thrust, ISP, altitude of
operation, and thrust-to-power Ratio. Each parameter
was weighted, given the importance of each parameter
to the satellite’s initial launch cost and lifetime
operation.

2. Methodology 

2.1 Wireless Power Transmission Frequency Analysis

The cost of the WPT losses due to an increased
orbital altitude was quantified using a multi-step
process. The first step is to identify the optimal
frequency to minimize transmission losses. Then,
calculate the transmission losses at that frequency and
convert them to an economic factor as a function of
orbital altitude, which will then be incorporated in the
final tradeoff analysis. This multi-step process was
analyzed and conducted using MATLAB.

2.2 Monte Carlo Analysis for Orbital Optimization

Two Monte Carlo analyses were performed
throughout the present project. The first combined all of
the presented relationships between performance
parameters and orbital elements (e.g., drag as a function
of altitude and launch cost as a function of eccentricity)
by summing the estimated economic cost for each term.
This was done for 15,000 different configurations of
altitude and eccentricity. The configuration of minimum
total economic cost is taken as that of highest economic
merit. This optimization process was carried out for
three different values of spacecraft frontal area: 5 sq. m,
25 sq. m, and 125 sq. m.

Once the configuration of highest economic
merit was determined, a Monte Carlo analysis of the
space environment relevant to that orbit was performed.
The analysis used empirical data about atmospheric
temperature and density to predict the fluctuation in
drag and spacecraft heating that the solar power satellite
may see throughout its operational lifetime. The
empirical data was used to create probability
distribution functions. The variance and range of these

functions is seen to be highly reflective of cycles in
solar activity. However, due to the limited availability of
atmospheric temperature data, a triangular distribution
function is assumed with maximum and minimum
values based on extrema in solar activity over a full
cycle. The results from this space environment Monte
Carlo could help guide the design of the space solar
power’s propulsion and thermal management system.

2.3 Feasibility Assessment of Propulsion Solutions

To develop the basis of decisions to assess
different propulsion systems a trade study was
conducted of varying spacecraft engines and typical
engineering decision choices were included in our initial
study. Engineering design choices such as the engine
fuel type, input/output power, the maximum recorded
thrust, empty engine mass, engine efficiency, Isp,
propellent thermodynamic parameters, altitude, and
thrust-to-power Ratio were noted for each engine. The
final assessment is limited to variables that varied
widely across selections as described in Appendix A,
such as the Thrust-to-Power Ratio, Altitude, Thrust, Isp,
and Weight. A weighted decision matrix was used to
select an optimal engine with a subjective weighting
that valued long-term operation of the satellite over
variables that are indicative of initial launch costs since
the returns in value of the satellite is realized
throughout the entire duration. The only variable that is
optimized is the altitude variable which is the optimal
altitude given the modeled drag force and recorded max
thrust of the engine.

Table 1: Statistical Weighting of Propulsion Decision
Analysis

*Values on order of E-5
**Values on order of E-1

3. Theory and calculation
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Variable
[Statistical

Weight]

T/P
Ratio

*
[x2]

Thrust**
(Newtons)

[x3]

Weight
(kgs)
[x2]

Altitude
(km)
[x1]

Isp
(seconds)

[x2]

4 > 6 > 6 0 to 1 <100 > 3000

3
4 to 6 3 to 6 2 to 5

100 to
500

2001 to
3000

2
1 to 3 1 to 4 6 to 9

501 to
1100

1000 to
2000

1 < 1 < 1 > 10 >1100 < 1000
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The following section details the calculations and
models resulting from our methodology of optimizing
the transmission frequency, orbital altitude, and
inclination.

3.1 Transmission Frequency Analysis

Three primary equations/models were used to
identify the cost-optimal power transmission frequency.
The Free Space Path Loss (FSPL), receiver gain, and
the atmospheric attenuation. Atmospheric attenuation is
modeled using the International Telecommunication
Union’s ITU-R P.676-10 [9]. FSPL is calculated using
equation (1).

𝐿
𝐹𝑆𝑃𝐿

= 20𝑙𝑜𝑔
10

(𝑑) +  20𝑙𝑜𝑔
10

(𝑓) 

(1)+  20𝑙𝑜𝑔
10

( 4π
𝑐 )

In addition, tradeoffs based on receiver
effective aperture size were also considered. The
antenna gain formula, which is a function of aperture
area is shown below in (2)

(2)𝐺
𝑑𝑏

= 10𝑙𝑜𝑔
10

( 4πη𝐴

λ2 ) 

Finally all of the losses, antenna gains, and
transmission power were incorporated as a function of
power received in (3) below..

(3)𝑃
𝑟
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𝑡
 + 𝐺

𝑡
 +  𝐺

𝑟
 −  𝐿
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 − 𝐿

𝐴𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐
 

These three equations and models form the
basis for the WPT analysis.

3.2 Orbital Optimization

The tradeoffs associated with the selection of an
altitude, eccentricity, and inclination were compared in
order to assess the economic merit of a certain orbital
configuration. As a common basis for comparison, the
tradeoffs associated with these parameters were
converted to an economic factor via launch to low-Earth
orbit costs for a SpaceX Falcon 9 launch vehicle
(approx. $2000/kg [10]). The cost-quantification
process for orbital altitude, eccentricity, and inclination
is presented below.

3.2.1 Drag Modeling and Associated Costs

The main effects of altitude selection for any
spacecraft are on atmospheric drag and the delta-v
required for orbital insertion. The higher the altitude,
the lower the drag and the higher the launch cost. The
quantification of this tradeoff required the use of an

upper atmospheric density model of sufficiently high
fidelity. For this purpose, the piecewise exponential
model outlined in [14] was chosen for computational
efficiency. The model presents an exponential
relationship between atmospheric density and altitude
with coefficients that vary in discrete altitude intervals.
With density established as a function of altitude, the
value of gas dynamic drag can be determined as per the
familiar equation from continuum fluid dynamics
below. Note that the coefficient of drag is a function of a
myriad of parameters dependent on the geometry,
surface finish, and thermodynamic properties of the
surrounding medium [11]; this is, in part, due to the
large mean free paths of the atmospheric particles,
which undermine the validity of the continuum
hypothesis by which the coefficient of drag is only a
function of macroscopic parameters such as viscosity. A
coefficient of drag of 2.0 was deemed suitable assuming
a Z93 (a common spacecraft coating) wall finish and a
thermal accommodation coefficient of 0.95.

(4)𝐷 =  − 1
2 ρ𝑉2𝑆𝐶

𝐷
(α,  β,  𝑆,  σ, 𝑇

𝑤
) 

.

The relationship between drag and altitude can
be translated to an engineering constraint on the
spacecraft’s propulsion system, given that higher
amounts of thrust imply higher values of total impulse
of the duration of the mission. Higher total impulse, for
a specified thrust, implies the need for more propellant,
which implies the need for stronger and more massive
storage tanks, making the propulsion system as a whole
more massive. The following constitutive equations
along with the foregoing drag-altitude model are used to
find the dependence of the propulsion system’s mass on
the altitude of the spacecraft. This analysis assumes
Xenon as a propellant, which, although relatively costly,
continues to be the most efficient propellant for electric
thrusters. Given that Xenon and Argon can be stored at
similar pressures as a compressed gas at room
temperature, the analysis could be extended to cheaper
gases such as Argon; however, the presented analysis
with Xenon represents the most conservative estimate of
the costs associated with drag-compensation and orbital
station-keeping. Further, the following relations assume
that the propellant of interest behaves like an ideal gas.

(5)𝑡 =  
𝑅

𝑝
 𝑃

𝐺

2 σ
𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤

(6)𝑅
𝑝
 =  ( 1

4 𝑉
𝐺

)
1/3

3.2.2 Delta-V and Launch Costs
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The delta-v required for orbital insertion to an
orbit of specified altitude and eccentricity was
calculated using standard Keplerian orbital mechanics
and the relevant assumptions. The range of optimization
for the altitude was 100 to 2000 km, while eccentricity
was varied from 0 to 0.2. It is assumed that all orbital
configurations are achieved by initial orbital insertion
into a circular LEO of 100 km altitude and that the the
introduction of eccentricity into an orbit occurs
instantaneously and during a single orbital manuever
from an initial circular orbit of radius equal to the radius
at perigee of the desired final configuration. Thus, the
relevant equation for the calculation of the required
delta-v for a given altitude and eccentricity can be
calculated by the application of equation 7 to the orbital
manuevers of altitude increase and eccentricity change
separately.

(7)Δ𝑣 =  ( 2µ
𝑟

𝑖 
) − ( µ

𝑟
𝑓

)

The resulting delta-v value is multiplied by a
factor describing the cost per m/s of orbital velocity
change. This allows for direct comparison of the launch
costs and the costs associated with drag and wireless
power attenuation. In the present project, the cost of a
full payload delivery to low-Earth orbit by SpaceX’s
Falcon 9 launch vehicle was used as a first estimate; the
corresponding cost is about $5000 per m/s [10]. It is
important to note that this cost is a sensitive function of
the desired size of the space solar power satellite
constellation. Most envisioned space solar power
systems involve constellations of large sizes, so a single
Falcon 9 launch vehicle would be insufficient for
transportation, and the ‘cost per delta-v’ would increase.

3.2.3 Accounting for Orbital Perturbations: the J2
Effect

The oblateness of the Earth, along with the
effects of atmospheric drag, constitute the highest order
orbital perturbation terms for satellites in LEO. While
the effect of drag was thoroughly accounted for in the
Monte-Carlo simulation of spacecraft performance at
varying altitude and eccentricities, the effect of the
oblateness of the Earth requires complicated orbital
calculations for rigorous accounting. For simplicity,
only the first term (or the J2 term) is considered. The
formula for the potential energy of an orbit accounting
for the J2 term is presented below. Reference [12]
shows that setting the inclination to certain critical
values such as 63.4 deg or 116.6 deg. will minimize the
secular drift of the orbit through its effect on the
maximum value of the latitude. In particular, an
inclination near. 63.4 deg. will drive the precession of
the argument of perigee to zero. This is economically

beneficial as it decreases the need for active control,
simultaneously decreasing the complexity and weight of
the space solar power system.

(8)𝑈 =  µ
𝑟 + 𝑈

𝐽
2

+  ...

(9)𝑈
𝐽

2

=  −
3𝐽

2
µ

2𝑟 (
𝑅

𝐸

𝑟 )2((𝑠𝑖𝑛2(φ) − 1
3 )

For this reason, the desired inclination was set
circa 63.4 deg. Out of all launch sites accessible to the
United States, this would be most easily achievable by
launching from the Pacific Spaceport Launch Complex
in Kodiak, Alaska, located at a latitude of about 57.4
deg. After orbital insertion, the required delta-v for a
pure inclination change to achieve the desired 63.4 deg
would be about 800 m/s, using Keplerian dynamics.
This is deemed economically favorable, as it is much
lower than the overall delta-v required for orbital
insertion to LEO, which is on the order of 10 km/s.

3.2.4 Repeating Ground Tracks and Altitude Selection

One of the major selling points of space-based
solar power is its ability to provide access to solar
energy regardless of local weather conditions. For this
reason, early feasibility studies often focused on
systems placed in geo-stationary orbit. Such an orbit
would feature a continuous direct line of sight and
potential for uninterrupted power transmission between
the transmitting satellite and the ground station.
However, the required altitude for a GEO is well outside
the present range of analysis. This means that the
satellite will inevitably shift in and out of sight of its
designated ground station. To mitigate this effect, the
orbit can be designed to have repeating ground tracks
with a short repeat period. This, along with an
adequately large constellation of solar power spacecraft
at different points along the same ground-tracks, would
facilitate the continuous coverage provided by GEO
without its high launch costs.

The required orbital radius for repeating
ground tracks is given below as a function of the
number of spacecraft revolutions per rotations of the
Earth.

(10)𝑎
𝑅𝐺𝑇

 =  µ1/3( 𝑀
𝑁ω

𝐸
)

2/3

Because repeating ground tracks are the only
way to guarantee repeated coverage of a certain ground
station for a space solar power station in LEO, their
implementation is taken as a self-imposed mission
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requirement. This will alter the ultimate ideal altitude as
described in section 4.2.

3.2.5 Monte Carlo Analyses: Calculations

The foregoing cost quantification procedures
for orbital insertion, drag-related constraints, and power
attenuation were used to determine a total economic
cost factor for 15,000 different configurations of altitude
and eccentricity for spacecraft of the following frontal
areas: 5 sq. m, 25 sq. m, and 125 sq. m. The results for 5
sq. m and 25 sq. m are given in section 4.

Furthermore, the probability distribution
functions used in the space environment Monte Carlo
are driven by the atmospheric observations given in
appendix C [13], the results of which are outlined
below in figures 1 and 2. Notice that the PDFs integrate
to unity by definition.

Figure 1

Figure 2
Discrete values in proportions driven by the

distribution functions are then fed to the physical
models driving drag and spacecraft wall heating. The

drag is calculated as per equation 4, while the model for
spacecraft wall heating is given below [11].

𝑇
𝑤

 =  ( ρ𝑢(𝑢2/(2+ℎ)
εσ )

1/4

3.3 Propulsion System Selection

The propulsion system was selected by
summing the total weights given by Table 1 where each
engine parameter has a value that corresponds to the
grouping of each variable. The totals were summed as
shown in Appendix A and the optimal engine is
selected by being the highest valued selection compared
to the entire array of engines considered. For specific
variables within the analysis, the method of deriving a
value was done by utilizing non-deterministic models
such as the upper altitude density model [14] and
utilizing drag models for free molecular flow as
described in equation 4 [15].

The resultant thrust would be calculated from
the general equation X, that is given the modeled drag
and empirical thrust data.

TResultant (11)𝑇 −  𝐷 =  

A logarithmic graph detailing the engines’
optimal altitude can be found in Appendix B, where the
domain of feasible operation for a given thruster is
determined by the margin between its thrust and the
gas-dynamic drag at a certain altitude.

4. Results and Discussion

In the following section, the results of the
non-deterministic models will be shown and discussed.

4.1 Transmission Frequency Analysis

The first step in our analysis is to identify an
optimal frequency for WPT. In order to identify this
frequency, equation (3) was used, which takes into
account FSPL (1), antenna gain (2), and atmospheric
attenuation model using the ITU-R P.676-10 model.

Figure 3 below shows the FSPL as a function
of Altitude in km from 100 to 2,000 km, which is the
upper bound of LEO, and a Frequency of 0 to 100 GHz
with the Attenuation plotted in dB.
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Figure 3

From Figure 3 above, it can be seen that there
is an increase in attenuation as both altitude and
frequency increase, with a logarithmic relationship
between them.

Figure 4 below shows the atmosphere
attenuation in decibels for a frequency of 0 to 100 GHz
at an altitude of 100 km. Since atmospheric attenuation
occurs in Earth’s Atmosphere and not through space,
this attenuation becomes a constant in our analysis once
a frequency is identified. In order to calculate the
atmospheric attenuation, a temperature of -52.6 C, an
atmospheric pressure of 11394.46 Pa, and a water vapor
density of .15 g/m3 were used based on the atmospheric
averages of these values between 0 and 100 km from
[15]. Then, the ITU-R P.676-10 atmospheric
attenuation model was applied [9].

Figure 4
From Figure 4 above, it can be seen that there

are two primary spikes in atmospheric attenuation losses
which occur around 22 GHz and 60 GHz; these are due
to water vapor and gaseous attenuation, respectively.

Below is Figure 5, which plots the power
received and aperture area as a function of frequency. In
order to calculate the power received, several

assumptions were made. First, a power transmission of
100 kW was assumed, which is a reasonable first
estimate considering that the ISS produces around 90
kW of power [16]. Next, the transmitting antenna
aperture area was assumed to be constant at 10m2 while
the receiving antenna, which is the ground station,
varies from 0 to 100 km2 in effective aperture area.

Figure 5
From Figure 5 above, it can be seen that there

are two prominent peaks with a valley at ~20 GHz
which is where water vapor effects in the atmosphere
have the largest effects. Based on Figure 5, the peak
occurs at 33.67 GHz, and the second peak occurs at a
frequency of 15.78 GHz. Therefore, the optimal
frequency to maximize power received would be 33.67
GHz, or if a lower frequency is needed due to
technology readiness, safety, or regulatory constraints,
then 15.78 GHz would be optimal. For the remainder of
this analysis, a frequency of 33.67 GHz will be used.

Next, power loss is converted to an economic
term as a function of orbital altitude. Several
assumptions were required to be made in order to
convert the power loss into an economic factor. The first
assumption that was made is that the SPS will have an
orbital lifetime of 50 years, which comes from heritage.
The ISS will have an orbital lifetime of> 30 years,
making the SPS orbital lifetime of 50 years not an
unreasonable estimate [16]. The next assumption used is
a price per kilowatt hour of $0.23, which comes as a
global average as calculated from [17] and can be seen
in Appendix [D]. From these two assumptions, the
power loss can be multiplied by the Time of Flight
(ToF) and then multiplied by the price per Kilowatt
hour. This economic loss term will then feed into our
later analysis to identify the optimal altitude based on
economic loss tradeoffs. Below is Figure 6, which plots
the economic loss versus orbital altitude.
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Figure 6

From Figure 6 above it can be seen that the
economic loss due to power loss is between 8 and 18
million USD depending on orbital altitude and increases
exponentially with orbital altitude.

4.2 Orbital Configuration of Highest Economic Merit -
Results of Orbital Monte Carlo

With the costs associated with gas dynamic
drag, wireless power attenuation, and launch all in terms
of a common economic basis, an estimated total
economic cost, consisting of the sum of the three
foregoing terms, was calculated for 15,000 different
combinations of altitude and eccentricity. The results are
presented graphically below in Figure 7 and Figure 8.

Figure 7

Figure 8

There is a notable exponential relationship
between altitude and orbital insertion cost, as expected
from the exponential relationship between
drag-associated costs and altitude.

Figure 9

The foregoing 2D view of the multivariable
optimization results in Figure 9 show a Pareto frontier
that exhibits a linear relationship between eccentricity
and economic cost. The higher the eccentricity, the
higher the overall cost of the space-based solar power
mission. This means that the optimal eccentricity tends
to zero. The reason for this may be intuited from the fact
that atmospheric drag tends to circularize orbits, so the
design of a circular orbit eliminates the requirement of
the propulsion system to control circularization.
Furthermore, a circular orbit may simplify power
transmission logistics by allowing the transmission
spacecraft equal coverage of all points along its
ground-tracks. The ideal altitude, eccentricity, and
minimal relative economic cost (relative because it is
not meant as an absolute economic measure but merely
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for comparison between design alternatives) are given
below in Table 2.

Table 2: Design alternatives given the spacecraft’s
projected area

Spacecraft
Projected
Area [m2]

5 25 125

Optimal
Orbital

Altitude [km]
301 377 461

Optimal
Eccentricity -0 -0 -0

Total
(Normalised)

Economic
Cost

[USD*10E6]

9.38 9.73 9.94

The ideal orbital altitude increases significantly
for solar power constellations of larger frontal area. The
higher orbital altitude would drive launch costs up,
especially for large architectures requiring multiple
launch events. This indicates that the drag-associated
cost term dominates the expression for economic cost,
and constellations that minimize frontal area should be
used to reduce mission costs.

The remainder of this section focuses on
optimizing the orbital parameters for a constellation of
25 sq. m total frontal area as a case study. As mentioned
in section, the self-imposed requirement for repeating
ground tracks changes the ideal altitude from that
presented in Table 2, which does not account for
repeating ground tracks. The nearest altitude for
repeating ground tracks to the ideal of 377 km for 25 sq.
m frontal area is about 404 km, so this is taken as the
optimal altitude for such a system. The ground tracks
for a satellite at a circular orbit of 404 km altitude and
63.4 deg. inclination are given in Figure 10 below.

Figure 10

4.3 Propulsion System Selection

Given that there is an optimal altitude of
operation for an engine providing the maximum amount
of thrust, it is suggested that for an altitude of ~400 km
and inclination of ~63 degrees the MR-80B Throttling
Rocket Assembly [18] is a favorable choice in terms of
main engine use and MR-111C Rocket Engine
Assembly Thruster [18] is a favorable thruster system to
potential use for attitude control.

5. Conclusions 

This study aimed to assess the feasibility and
economic merit of various design parameters for a solar
power satellite (SPS) system. It considered various
orbital configurations, transmission frequencies, and
propulsion solutions. The results point towards higher
economic efficiency for space solar power
constellations that minimize frontal area, inspired by
arrangements like SpaceX's Starlink. The optimal power
transmission frequency for a 100 kW is approximately
33.67 GHz, which minimizes power loss due to
atmospheric effects within the domain of analysis (0 to
50 GHz).

In the analysis of orbital configurations, the
total economic cost function was found to vary
non-monotonically with altitude. For low altitudes,
marginally higher altitudes are more economically
feasible due to the decrease in drag. However, for higher
altitudes where drag becomes negligible, higher
altitudes pose an increase in launch cost, which drives
the ideal value down. For a constellation with a 25 sq. m
frontal area, the ideal altitude is approximately 404 km,
considering the need for repeating ground tracks.
Further, the optimal eccentricity was found to be zero
for all spacecraft frontal areas considered, likely due to
the fact that atmospheric drag naturally circularizes
orbits.
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The propulsion system selection process
involved a comprehensive trade study of various
spacecraft engines, considering parameters like
thrust-to-power ratio, altitude, thrust, specific impulse,
and weight. Engine selection prioritized long-term
operational considerations over initial launch costs.

This study contributes to the understanding of
the economic feasibility of LEO Solar Power Satellites
and highlights the importance of optimizing orbital
parameters and propulsion systems for cost-effective
space-based solar power generation.
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